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First run buzzz os

Paul McBeth Buzzz - One of the most popular midrange discs ever made, if not the most popular! An extremely comfortable feeling in hand and flight that many see as the best in the business. Loved by many, some of the top pros like Nate Doss, to the everyday recreational golfer. The Buzzz has been around for over a
decade and keeps getting stronger! Available in a ton of different plastic types and an OS and SS version, there's sure to be a version that fits your game perfectly. Paul McBeth chose the swish ESP Buzzz to be his signature midrange of choice. These things have a great look and feel for them. They look like melted
deeds. The Buzzz is one form that seems to keep getting better and better, more and more popular. It's well loved by new players and the game's best. If you're looking for that go-to midrange disc and you haven't tried this disc yet, it's worth it! Grab a Paul McBeth Buzzz and show how big of a disc they are. Craft touts
this disk as the most popular golf disc in the world! Check out all our different variations here - See Discraft's writing here - Flight Numbers - Speed: 5, Glide: 4, Twist: -1, Blur: 1 We have individual photos of each disk, front and back! Since they are Swirly, we took them outside for the most accurate depiction of the color.
If you would like to see any additional photos, please contact us. The perfect complement to your Buzzz. When facing a headwind, need a straight shot with a hard finish, or want to use a forehand throw, Buzzz OS delivers success. Plus it's beadless; it feels like a Buzzz in your hand, borrowing a familiar trust that comes
with the Buzzz family of discs. First Run disks are highly collectible and come in a collector bag. Tags: Buzzz Discraft First Run Metal Midrange Takeable 03-28-2017, 12:28 AM Banned Join Date: February 2015 Location: Atlanta, GA Courses Played: 8 Posts: 9,430 Nice 2,379 Times in 1,733 Posts Quote: Originally
Posted by Hugheshilton The Pink Ti I Got in the Past Was By Far the Brightest and Easiest to Find. I hear you on the orange, although the orange is still better for me than the dark blue/purple/brown/etc. My pink Ti Buzzz is purple pink. My blue Ti Buzzz is light enough I can find it easy. My silver-blue-gray Ti Avenger SS
isn't great, but I haven't lost it yet. The brown, dark green, etc. quickly get lost. It's almost like Ti plastic is special runs, and they don't care to make it into large production quantities. 03-30-2017, 01:15 PM Double Eagle Member Includes Date: Mar 2012 Location: Eleanor, West Virginia Years Play: 13.3 Courses Played:
181 Throwback Style: RHFH Posts: 1,158 Nice 83 Times in 52 Posts Quote: posted by SD86 It's almost like Ti plastic is special runs, and and don't mind making it into large production quantities. ^ It's a shame. Ti became my favorite plastic blend. It's like have a fresh and stable Z Buzzz that lasts forever! 03-30-2017,
04:04 PM Boys Member Includes date: Oct 2014 Posts: 93 Nice 14 Times in 10 Posts I'm New for Dirt and I Have Some Questions. I have a Z Glo Buzzz and Big Z Buzzz OS. There's a lot of big difference in stability and I really like that Buzzz OS is really nice and OS, but both are very new and I'd like to fill that gap with
something in the Buzzz family if possible. My Big Z Buzzz OS has a slight dome, but I have some regular Zs in store that were pretty much advice flat. Can someone tell me if the flatter kids are maybe a little less OS? Or is it the other way around. Or if there's not much difference, what plastic would beat faster? Z or Big
Z. I've read here that Ti is the most durable and Big Z is basically a mix of Z and Ti, so it tells me the regular Z should be slightly less durable, but you never know.. 03-30-2017, 04:33 PM * Ace Member * Join Date: Mar 2013 Location: Los Angeles Years Play: 11.6 Courses Played: 31 Throwback Style: RHBH Posts:
2,286 Crazy Nice 1,541 Times in 794 Posts Coming From a Big Buzzz OS, Fan from the various runs I have, the only one I saw that came out with any dome was in the 2015 Worlds run in Titanium. Is that what you have? I had four of those, three apartment, one dome and the dome wearing a blacksmith further before I
faded. They're still super OS, and there's not a big difference. I threw a lightweight Big Z to bridge the gap between my maximum weight Z Buzzz's and maximum weight Buzzz EDs. I would try the Pro D (as another called a few posts), but in April Marshall Street introduces this year's Ledgestone discs. Among them will
be the Buzzz OS in ESP. 03-30-2017, 04:44 PM Bogey Member Includes date: Oct 2014 Posts: 93 Nice 14 Times in 10 Posts No it's regular Big Z max weight peach color. The dome isn't great at all and if it was the only Buzzz OS I saw, I wouldn't say it's a dome disc, but compared to the other board flats in the store it
was instantly noticeable. The plate begins to rise kinda halfway and is concentrated in the middle. How light is your lighter Big Z? 05-26-2017, 09:22 AM Double Eagle Member Join Date: August 2011 Courses Played: 89 Posts: 1,484 Nice 115 Times in 53 Posts Quote: Originally Posted by Nenja Anyone Have Thrown
First Run Buzzz OS? Found two for good price and plan on giving the Bard a challenge because I love beadless discs. I just threw the first run of Glo Z buzzz OS, but they're fantastic. I recently had a new run of flag colored glot z which is categorically more OS, but I prefer the first run of the 2015 05-26-2017, 11:17 AM
Eagle Member Includes Date: Mar 2017 Location: Tjörn, Sweden. Years Playing: 3.9 Courses Played: 4 Throwback Style: RHBH RHBH 626 Niced 196 Times in 126 Posts Quote: Originally posted by tampabay I just threw the first run of Glo Z buzzz OS, but they're fantastic. I recently had a new run of flag colored glow z
which is categorically more OS, but I prefer the first run of the 2015 memorial sweet! Blue z-plastic with American flagstamping doesn't make it any less fantastic. 05-26-2017, 12:15 PM * Ace Member * Junction Date: May 2007 Location: Longmont CO Year Play: 16.3 Courses Played: 75 Throwback Style: RHBH Posts:
2,280 Nice 221 Times in 155 Posts Fun It Has Resurfdited. I've added the Os to my pocket since returning from the bag to buzzz after more than a year (the first time since 6 it's been out for more than a month or two). There were very few discs that went into the bag and found a home so quickly. The OS mid-slot in my
pocket has been in constant rotation since I started throwing the Mountain and dropping the harp. Need something longer and mortar, gator and others never stuck. The Buzzz ox is already a staple in my game, even making my light bag. 05-26-2017, 12:22 PM * Ace Member * Join Date: Mar 2013 Location: Los Angeles
Years Play: 11.6 Courses Played: 31 Throwback Style: RHBH Posts: 2,286 Nice 1,541 Times in 794 Posts Quote: Originally Posted by Nenja Anyone Has Thrown First Run Buzzz OS? Found two for good price and plan on giving the Bard a challenge because I love beadless discs. I'm still on my first First Run Buzzz
OS, and am slowly becoming another in the pocket. Two fresh ones for down the road. Still have the stickers on them. All these wonderful radial pearlescent. My first one pitched in but still has no turn. Dead straight, letting fade. Fresh, they're pretty OS. I only threw one later run but felt the same. The beephiest run I
towed was the Glo FLX of Ledgestone 2015. I'd think the newer Z FLX would be just as stable... still looking for a glossy purple max weight. « Previous Thread | Next Thread » Place rules You may not place new threads That you may not post answers You may not post attachments You may not edit your posts HTML
code, is off Similar Threads Thread Starter Forum Answers Last Post CE Teebird, FR Destroyer, FR Buzzz, 2nd FR Buzzz, Midnight Buzzz Apoth The Mark 9 07-23-2012 12:51 PM Fr Buzzz , 2nd Fr Buzzz , Barstamp Buzzz - Set! jaw-dropping4 The Marketplace 6 03-20-2012 06:14 AM 3 New buzzz (08 flat z-buzzz, and
2 Supercolor buzzz) lot - $30 shipping Plankeye The Mark 3 02-18-2012 06:26 PM Fl ESPexz, Buzz Z Glow Buzzz, 2010 Eric McCabe Buzzz SS and other Eco81 The Marketplace 6 07-17-2011 07:04 AM BuzZz SS, Elite X BuzZz &amp; CryZtal BuzZz! WillACarpenter The Mark 9 01-05-2010 11:21 AM All time is GMT -
4. The time is now 5:00 AM. Type a description for this product here... Sorry, there are no reviews yet for product. Still. Still.
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